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What is EVIO?

●A basic data format for writing out raw data
●Extensively tried and tested in Halls A and C
●DOM Tree structure, utilities exist to convert to 
and from XML



  

What is LCIO?
●A persistency framework that provides a data 
model for linear collider simulations
●Provides a Java and C++ API
●Provides a common output scheme for 
international collider studies
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EVIO LCIO

CalorimeterHit 1
Energy: 2.23693187839190812838
Time: 1.83538649371907891528

CalorimeterHit 2
Energy: 2.23693187839190812838
Time: 0.83538649371907891528

CalorimeterHit 3
Energy: 2.24693187839190812838
Time: 1.83538649371907891528

CalorimeterHit 4
Energy: 2.24693187839190812838
Time: 0.83538649371907891528
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We need LCIO

●We will eventually have to incorporate it 
into our DAQ

●It is required for the level 3 trigger

● The reconstruction depends on the 
information in an LCIO file

●(Also LCIO is an appropriate data format for the end 
user)



  

DAQ Overview

There are a few ways to introduce LCIO into this system...



  

Option 1

This would leave everything as LCIO with no trace of EVIO. That sounds really 
nice, but it's also very risky because there may not be sufficient time to test code 
by the time our event data model is pinned down.



  

Option 2

Although bugs are equally dangerous here, this conversion is much easier to 
debug. The downside is that JLab monitoring tools that already work with EVIO 
need to have a layer of LCIO input to be used.



  

Option 3

This is a minimally intrusive and probably the safest option.



  

Decisions
●Clearly some decisions need to be made about what layer of DAQ 
will implement LCIO.

●The decision depends on how quickly we can get critical DAQ 
parts to test (like FADC), and how quickly we can pin down a data 
model.

●The fall-back solution should probably be the safest, for the HPS 
Test Run at least.
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